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Abstract
We present an approach aiming at a method to support sense-based cross-dialectal – and
cross-lexicon – access to dictionaries of spoken Arabic varieties. The original lexical data consists of
three TEI P5 encoded dictionaries describing varieties spoken in Cairo, Damascus and Tunis. This
data is included in the Vienna Corpus of Arabic Varieties (VICAV). We briefly present this data,
before summarizing the TEI approach for encoding senses in lexical resources. We discuss certain
issues related to the TEI representation when it comes to the possibility to provide for a sense-based
access to the lexical data. We investigate the use of the recent W3C Ontology-Lexicon Community
Group (OntoLex) modeling work and present first results of the mapping of the TEI encoded data
onto its ontolex model and show how this new representation format can efficiently support
cross-dictionary sense-based access.
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1

Introduction

We present an approach for ensuring sense-based access to distinct but related online lexical
resources. The basis of our work consists of three dictionaries of Arabic varieties developed at
different times by different colleagues (Mörth et al. 2015; Procházka & Mörth 2013; Mörth et
al. 2014) in the context of the Vienna Corpus of Arabic Varieties (VICAV) project1 This data has
been encoded in TEI2 following the approach described in (Budin et al. 2012). Our current work
revises and extends a former approach dealing with a SKOS3 encoding of the three TEI
dictionaries (Declerck et al. 2014), porting it to the use of the W3C model ontolex4 which has been
developed on the basis of Semantic Web technologies. Our focus here is not on the syntactic
mapping from selected TEI elements onto ontolex, which is straightforward to achieve, but on
issues we discovered when taking full advantage of the linking possibilities offered by the ontolex
model. Our main goal was to support a sense-based access to the lexical resources. Furthermore
we describe in this paper the problems we discovered in the TEI encoding of senses of entries,
and the solutions we propose to those issues. In the following, we briefly present first the original
TEI encoding of the lexicons of Arabic varieties and then discuss the TEI approach to the
representation of senses. Finally, we describe the ontolex model before presenting our
suggestions for supporting a sense-based access to the lexical data.
1

See https://minerva.arz.oeaw.ac.at/vicav2/. Accessed [30/04/2016].
See (TEI Consortium 2016).
3
See https://www.w3.org/2004/02/skos/ for more details.
4
See https://www.w3.org/community/ontolex/wiki/Final_Model_Specification and https://github.com/cimiano/ontolex.
Accessed [30/04/2016].
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2

The Lexical Data: Three Arabic Varieties Encoded in TEI

The Arabic varieties that have been encoded in TEI P5 are those of the Arab capitals Damascus,
Cairo and Tunis.5 The data on which the dictionaries are based is partly based on interviews and also
includes speech transcripts (Mörth et al. 2015). We display below in Figure 1 a full entry from the
“Damascus” dictionary all of which correlate with Standard Arabic bƗb ‘door; chapter’. In Figure 2
and 3 we only display the senses associated with the equivalent entries in the “Cairo” and “Tunis”
dictionaries; the three entries share the same root consonants “bwb”. This use of the root element,
reflecting the corresponding roots of Standard Arabic wherever possible, is aiming at facilitating
cross-dialectal comparative search. We are currently investigating the use of the sense element for a
similar cross-dialectal (and in general cross-lexicon) access to entries.

<entry xml:id="baab_001">
<form type="lemma">
<orth xml:lang="ar-apc-x-damascus-vicav">bƗb</orth>
</form>
<gramGrp>
<gram type="pos">noun</gram>
<gram type="root"
xml:lang="ar-apc-x-damascus-vicav">bwb</gram>
</gramGrp>
<form type="inflected" ana="#n_pl">
<orth xml:lang="ar-apc-x-damascus-vicav">bwƗb</orth>
</form>
<sense>
<cit type="translation" xml:lang="en">
<quote>door</quote>
</cit>
<cit type="translation" xml:lang="en">
<quote>gate</quote>
</cit>
<cit type="translation" xml:lang="en">
<quote>city gate</quote>
</cit>
<cit type="translation" xml:lang="de">
<quote>Tür</quote>
</cit>
<cit type="translation" xml:lang="de">
<quote>Tor</quote>
</cit>
<cit type="translation" xml:lang="de">
<quote>Stadttor</quote>
</cit>
</sense>
</entry>

Figure 1: A “Damascus” entry with root “bwb”

<sense>
<cit type="translation" xml:lang="en”
<quote>door</quote>
</cit>
<cit type="translation" xml:lang="en">
<quote>gate</quote>
</cit>
<cit type="translation" xml:lang="en">
<quote>gateway</quote>
</cit>
<cit type="translation" xml:lang="de">
<quote>Tür</quote>
</cit>
<cit type="translation" xml:lang="de">
<quote>Tor</quote>
</cit>
</sense>

Figure 2: Sense for a “Cairo” entry with
root “bwb”
<sense>
<cit type="translation" xml:lang="en">
<quote>door</quote>
</cit>
<cit type="translation" xml:lang="de">
<quote>Tür</quote>
</cit>
<cit type="translation" xml:lang="fr">
<quote>porte</quote>
</cit>
</sense>

Figure 3: Sense for a “Tunis” entry with
root “bwb”

The focus for the reader should be in those 3 figures on the encoding of the senses for the entries. The
sense of each entry is encoded as a set of translations in other languages. No other information is
being used for encoding the sense. The reader will observe that there are some differences in the
encoded senses, although we would assume that the senses should be identical (or at least similar)
5

See for more details https://minerva.arz.oeaw.ac.at/vicav2/query/glossary. Accessed [30/04/2016].
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across the three entries. In Figu
ure 1 we haave a list off six translaations equaally distribu
uted over 2
languages, English annd German. In Figure 2 we also have threee English trranslations but only 2
German traanslations. Comparing
C
ns in Figuree 1 and 2, w
we notice thaat only 2 off
the Englishh translation
them are identical. Thhe entry in Figure 3 hhas 3 translaations in th
hree differennt languagees, English,
French andd German. The
T questio
on is thus onn how we can
c obtain a representaation of thesse different
encodings of senses so
s that we can
c state thhat they are identical, or
o at least hhaving som
me semantic
relation, soo that queryying by sen
nses all the different dictionaries
d
would leadd to the corresponding
entries.

3

The TEI Ap
pproach to
t Encod
ding of Senses
S
in
n Diction
naries

The TEI aapproach too encoding of senses is describeed in chapter 9 “Dicttionaries” of
o the TEI
Guideliness (TEI Conssortium 201
16), which is dedicated to the rep
presentationn of lexicall resources.
There, an eentry is defiined as a co
omponent-leevel elemen
nt (tagged ass <entry>) tthat “contaiins a single
structured entry in anny kind of leexical resouurce, such as
a a dictionary or lexiccon” (TEI Consortium
C
2016: 276)). A sense in TEI (tag
gged as <seense>) is supposed to group “toggether all information
relating to one word sense
s
in a dictionary
d
enntry, for example defin
nitions, exam
amples, and translation
equivalentss.” (TEI Consortium 20
016: 278). A
As such a sense is a com
mponent of aan entry or of
o elements
of an entrry, like hom
monyms. Examples
E
cllarifying th
his view are given in the Guideelines (TEI
Consortium
m 2016: 2799). So, for an
n entry withh two sensess the followiing abstract construct (E
Example 1)
is proposedd. For the caase of an en
ntry with a hhomograph and two sen
nses, we dissplay here a simplified
version of the TEI exaample (Exam
mple 2).
(1) <enntry>
<ssense n="1"/>
<ssense n="2"/>
</enntry>
(2) <enntry>
<hhom n="1">
<sense n="1"/>
<sense n="2"/>
<//hom>
</enntry>

A TEI sennse can include <usg>
>, <def>, <ccit> elemen
nts, whereaas the <cit>
> element “contains
“
a
quotation ffrom some other docu
ument, togeether with a bibliograp
phic referennce to its so
ource. In a
dictionary it may conttain an exam
mple text wiith at least one
o occurrence of the w
word form, used in the
xample.” (T
TEI Consorttium 2016:
sense beinng describedd, or a transslation of thhe headworrd, or an ex
280). In Figures 1-3 inn Section 2,, the sense iinformation is marked using
u
the <ccit> elemen
nt, since the
senses are introduced by translatiions of the hheadword.
There are nno defined restrictions
r
as to how tto codify thee content off the sense, and all possible string
6
characters seem to bee allowed. In our opinnion this faact renders the comparrison of sen
nses across
ble. In generral we woulld not like to
t have to reely on string
g matching
lexicons diifficult, if not impossib
for stating a relation between
b
sen
nses include d in differen
nt entries in
n different ddictionaries.
6

Although w
we regard the above
a
quoted form
f
with the distinct <quo
ote> elements (Figure 1) as ccurrent best prractice, albeit
traditionally lumping togeether several related
r
senses in one quote (e.g. <cit><q
quote>door, gaate</quote><//cit>) is quite
common too,,
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Considerinng the issue of updates to
t the sensees and their maintenanc
m
e, it is also nnot practicaable to have
the descripption of a sense
s
distrib
buted over different en
ntries. So fo
or example in Figure 3 a French
translation has been added
a
to thee set of trannslations. In
n case this sense is (nnearly) identical to the
senses listeed in Figuree 1 and Figu
ure 2, one woould have to
o add this French transllation for th
hose entries
as well. It w
would be prreferable to have one seense describ
bed in a repo
ository and to include there
t
all the
relevant traanslations. All
A entries of
o the differeent dictionarries would then
t
point too such a repository and
so make exxplicit if diffferent entries are sharinng a sense.
Being awaare of the reecent develo
opment of sttandards for lexical maarkup in botth XML and RDF, we
turned ourr attention to
t the latteer format annd describeed a sense repository in the context of the
specificatioon of the leexicon modeel for ontoloogies (lemo
on) which reesults from the work of
o the W3C
Ontology L
Lexicon Com
mmunity Group,
G
and m
more specifically to the core modulle of this specification,
7
the ontolexx model. Inn the next seection we prresent this model,
m
beforre presentinng our curren
nt proposal
for encodinng shared senses for en
ntries of thee dictionariees of Arabicc variants w
we briefly described
d
in
Section 2.

4

The Ontole
ex Model

The ontoleex model has
h been deesigned usinng the Sem
mantic Web formal reppresentation
n languages
8
OWL, RDF
F(S) and RD
DF. It also
o makes usee of the SKO
OS vocabulary. ontolexx has been inspired
i
by
the ISO Leexical Markuup Framewo
ork (Francoopoulo et al. 2006), which also hass an XML seerialisation.
ontolex describes a modular
m
app
proach to lexxicon speciification. All elements,, sense incllusive, of a
lexicon aree describedd independeently, whilee they are connected by typed rrelation maarkers. The
componentts of each leexicon entry
y in the coree module arre linked by
y OWL, RD
DF(s), RDF, SKOS and
ontolex prooperties, as this can bee seen in Fiigure 4. Th
he boxes rep
present classses in the model,
m
and
arrows reppresent speccific relation
ns (propertiies) that can
n be defined between (instances of)
o classes.
The main m
motivation for
f the deveelopment off ontolex waas to supporrt the specifi
fication of th
he meaning
of lexical entries by pointing to
o objects deescribed in ontological frameworrks, using for
f this the
ntolex:refereence, offeriing thus a bridge – orr interface – between
properties ontolex:dennotes or on
knowledgee of words and
a knowledge of the w
world. Lexiical senses can
c play in this bridgin
ng a central
role.
We wrote scripts for porting
p
(sub
bsets of) thee original TEI
T lexicons, for the tiime being only
o
for the
Cairo and Damascus dictionariess, into ontoolex. In this encoding we
w have forr the time being
b
5139
objects as instances of the onttolex class “LexicalEn
ntry”, 1592
26 morphollogical form
m variants,
encoded ass instances of
o the class “Form”
“
andd 10189 objeects encoded
d as instancces of the LeexicalSense
class. Exam
mples of sennses associaated with a llexical entry
y are given below
b
in Exxample 7 an
nd Example
8 after the ontolex enccoding of th
he entry (Exxample 3) an
nd related in
nformation:
(3) ontoolex:apc_eng__baab_001
rddf:type ontolexx:LexicalEntry
y;
orm_Inflectedd_0_apc_eng_
_baab_001 ;
onntolex:otherFoorm ontolex:fo
onntolex:canoniccalForm ontolex:form_Lem
mma_0_apc_en
ng_baab_001 ;
lexxinfo:partOfS
Speech lexinfo
o:noun ;
onntolex:otherFoorm ontolex:fo
orm_Root_0_aapc_eng_baab
b_001 ;
7

See https://w
www.w3.org//community/on
ntolex/wiki/Fiinal_Model_S
Specification and
a (McCrae eet al. 2012).

8

See respectively http://www..w3.org/20011/sw/wiki/OW
WL,
F/
http://www..w3.org/RDF
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onntolex:sense onntolex:sense_
_Sense_0_apc__eng_baab_00
01 ;
onntolex:sense onntolex:sense_
_Sense_1_apc__eng_baab_00
01 ;

Figure 4: Thhe core moddel of OntoLeex. Figure crreated by Joh
hn P. McCraee for the W33C OntoLex Community
Group.
(4) ontoolex:form_Root_0_apc_eng
g_baab_001
rddf:type ontolexx:Form ;
Rep "bwb"^^x
xsd:string ;
onntolex:writtenR
onntolex:languagge "ar-apc-x-d
damascus-vicaavTrans"^^xsd
d:string ;
.
(5) ontoolex:form_Infflected_0_apc_
_eng_baab_0001
rddf:type ontolexx:Form ;
Rep " bwƗb"^^^xsd:string ;
onntolex:writtenR
onntolex:languagge "ar_apc_x_
_damascus_viccavTrans"^^x
xsd:string ;
.
(6) ontoolex:form_Lem
mma_0_apc_eeng_baab_0011
rddf:type ontolexx:Form ;
Rep "*bƗb"^^^xsd:string ;
onntolex:writtenR
onntolex:languagge "ar_apc_x_
_damascus_viccavTrans"^^x
xsd:string ;
.
(7) ontoolex:sense_Seense_0_apc_en
ng_baab_001
rddf:type ontolexx:LexicalSense ;
rddfs:label "doorr, gate, city gate"^^xsd:strinng ;
onntolex:languagge "en"^^xsd:sstring ;
.
(8) ontoolex:sense_Seense_1_apc_en
ng_baab_001
rddf:type ontolexx:LexicalSense ;
rddfs:label "Tür, Tor, Stadttor""^^xsd:string ;
onntolex:languagge "de"^^xsd:sstring ;
.

The explannation of thhis RDF/ontolex code is: The lex
xical entry “baab”
“
(3, from the “D
Damascus”
664
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lexicon) haas a canoniccal form (6)), some morrphologicall forms, among those th
the “root” element (4),
and 2 sensees (7 & 8). All
A those descriptions aare independ
dent “objectts” that can bbe (partially
y) linked to
each otherr by typed relations (o
or propertiees). Our maapping from
m TEI ontoo ontolex iss of purely
syntactic nnature in thiis case, we have two ssense objectts correspon
nding each tto a languaage specific
“translationn” feature inncluded in the
t originall TEI “sensee” element (see
( Fig. 1)..
The lexicaal entry “baab_001” of the Cairo ddictionary has
h a very similar reprresentation,,9 repeating
there the innformation concerning the root “bbwb” and the translation
ns into Engllish and Geerman. This
is not onlyy an unneceessary redup
plication off informatio
on; it is also
o obvious thhat this representation
lacks the ooption to acccess similar entries in th
the various dialectal
d
dicctionaries.
Therefore tthere is a neeed to adaptt the represeentation of the
t results of
o the purelyy syntactic mapping.

5

Re
equireme
ents for a Sense-b
based Access to
o the Lex
xical Data
a

The requirrements to be
b met by the
t lexicon developer is thereforee to providee for the sen
nses also a
unique refeerence identtifier (URI) in the RDF
F format, so that all lexiical entries iin the variou
us lexicons
can point tto a unique object and
d in this maanner suppo
ort sense-bassed access tto all the leexical data.
Expressionns in differeent languagees as well ass form variaants can be linked to thhis URI.
Encoding tthe meaningg/sense of entries
e
by m
means of an
n object uniquely refereenced by a URI is not
only benefficial for thhe example displayed iin section 4.
4 It also heelps to ensuure consisteency of the
encoding oof senses, which
w
in the original
o
TE
EI lexicons was
w very defficient. Thiss fact is also
o due to the
situation thhat there is no consistency check pprovided by
y this in the used TEI ccode. And if one takes
into considderation thatt the filling of the “sennse” slots in
n the originaal TEI lexicoons was perrformed by
different peersons at diffferent poin
nts of time an
and in the co
ontext of diffferent projeects, it is nott surprising
to find manny inconsisttencies. Justt to give a feew examplees: one sense was encodded with thiis string “to
cover withh clay ???”, in which case the enc oder was marking
m
her//his doubts.. For markin
ng options,
some encooders use coomma, or “//”, or just w
write “or” beetween the alternativess. This coulld be easily
avoided if tthe encoderrs can selectt from a set oof availablee sense objects, or suggeest the creattion of new
sense objects (to be encoded
e
as instances oof the ontollex class “L
LexicalSensse”). Via thee reference
capabilitiess of the moddel, one can
n also point tto already existing
e
repo
ositories of senses, bein
ng the RDF
version of WordNet or other lexiccal data avaailable in th
he Linguisticc Linked Oppen Data Cloud,10 like
BabelNet.111
Our modiffications too the internal organisaation of thee original TEI
T encodeed data is simple:
s
We
generate inndependent instances off the class “F
Form” and of the class “LexicalSeense” (see Fiigure 4) for
elements oof the originaal TEI lexiccons that aree shared across various entries. Thee instances of the class
“Form” aree representiing the “roo
ots” of the enntries, and the
t instancees of the claass “LexicallSense” are
representinng the sensees. An exam
mple for eachh type of instance is giv
ven below iin Exampless 9 and 10.
(9) ontoolex:Form_Rooot_bwb
rdff:type ontolexx:Form ;
rdffs:comment "T
The root form
m of various enntries in Arabiic varieties"^^
^xsd:string ;
rdffs:label "\"bwbb\""@ar ;
onntolex:languagge "Standard Arabic"^^xsd:s
A
string ;
9

We note alsso that in bothh the Damasccus and the Caairo dictionary
y we also hav
ve the entry “bbawwaaba_00
01” with root
“bwb” and trranslations “gaate” (en) and “Tor”
“
(de). Thhere is also thee need to be ab
ble to describee sense-relation
ns within one
dictionary.
10
See http://llinguistic-lod..org/llod-cloud
d.
11
See http://bbabelnet.org/.
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onntolex:represenntation "bwb"@ar ;

Each instannce of LexicalEntry haaving this rooot informattion is just pointing
p
to this instancce, which is
thus introdduced only one
o time in the ontolexx lexicon. The
T same rem
mark is valiid for the ex
xample 10,
but there w
we are dealinng with sen
nses.
(10) onntolex:LexicalS
Sense_Door
rddf:type ontolexx:LexicalSensse ;
rddfs:comment "A
" sense for th
he original TE
EI entries conttaining \"door\" in their sennse"^^xsd:strin
ng ;
rddfs:label "Tür""@de ;
rddfs:label "doorr"@en ;
rddfs:label "portte"@fr ;
onntolex:referennce < https://w
www.wikidata..org/wiki/Q36
6794 > ;
.

Access to all the insttances of LexicalEntry
L
y sharing one
o root or one sense is ensured by simple
gure 5 and F
Figure 6 bellow. In Figu
ure 5 we dispplay all the entries that
SPARQL qqueries, as shown in Fig
are linkingg to the roott data “bwb”, while in Figure 6 we
w show the entries thatt are sharing the sense
“Door”. W
We can naturally also ad
ddress combbined search
hes.

Figure 5: Reesult of the SPARQL
S
queery for entriees sharing thee root object “bwb”.

Figure 6: Reesult of the S
SPARQL queery for entriees sharing thee sense objecct “Door”.

As the readder can obsserve in (10
0), with the use of the ontolex model we are in the posittion to link
senses to reeferential obbjects repreesenting relaated encyclo
opaedic kno
owledge outtside of the lexicon. In
this exampple, we poinnt to the Wiikidata entryy https://ww
ww.wikidataa.org/wiki/Q
Q36794, wh
hich in turn
12
links (amoong others)) to Wikipedia pagess in 96 la nguages proposing thus addittionally 95
translations of the worrd “door”.

6

Co
onclusion
n

In our repoort, we described som
me requiremeents for thee encoding of senses inn different but related
dictionariees in order to
t support an
a effective sense-based
d access to entries of ssuch lexicall resources.
Those requuirements leed to a mapp
ping from T
TEI encoded
d lexicons in
nto ontolex sstructures. In
I addition,
the mappinng was also meant to bee used in suupport of lin
nking of lexiical resourcces to objectts available
12

Like the A
Arabic Wikipeddia page for “d
door”:

https://ar.wikippedia.org/wiki/%D8%A8%D8
8%A7%D8%A88_%28%D8%A
AF%D8%A7%D
D8%AE%D9%
%84%D9%8A%
%29
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in the (Linguistic) Linked Data Cloud. However, to achieve this end, manual work will not do.
Therefore we are currently investigating the application of automatic processes to support
lexicographers in this task.

7
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